
SKINNY SMOOTHIE

GUIDE

BENEFITS OF DAILY GREEN 
SMOOTHIES
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Greens are full of oxygen and actually help reduce 
acidity in the body which reduces inflammation 
and makes you feel better. Too much inflammation 
makes us overwieght, puffy, and tired.

Acidity in the body is caused by eating too much meat, dairy, 
grains, coffee, alcohol, sugar, and processed foods. 

Starting your day with a green smoothie balances 
your blood sugar, boosts your metabolism, and 
gives your body a surge of nutrients which means 
you are supporting your immune system too!

Your taste buds regenerate every  10 - 14 days. The 
more fresh and raw fruits and vegetables you eat 
regularly, the more you will want to eat healthy 
foods. This is not just in your head- it’s biochemical!

This is why it is so important to stay consistent and 
be patient with yourself. By drinking a smoothie 
(or green juice) in the morning, not only will you 
give your body a boost of energy in the morning, 
it’ll help balance your blood sugar for the rest of 
the day-- and balanced blood sugar means putting 
your body in the FAT BURNING zone!

Drink 1 skinny green smoothie for 
breakfast every day, for 30 days. 

The benefits of greens in your morning smoothie:
• increase your energy without caffeine
• balance your blood sugar
• boost your metabolism
• maintain your weight loss
• make your immune system stronger

TRY THE SKINNY SMOOTHIE 
CHALLENGE4

BLEND THIS JUICE WITH YOUR 
FAVORITE FRESH OR FROZEN 
FRUIT
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If you intend to start drinking the juices immediately, 
thaw one day of juice either in the refrigerator. 

If you are waiting to consume them, please store 
them in the freezer until you are ready.
 
THIS PRODUCT MUST BE REFRIGERATED AT ALL 
TIMES.

1 THAW YOUR JUICES

SHARE YOUR RESULTS WITH US ON 
INSTAGRAM!  @RAWGENERATIONJUICES5

*results vary and are not guaranteed
www.rawgeneration.com


